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Evidence for evaluation
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Paradigm shift

Numerous examples of when real world evidence (RWE) had
been superior to RCT results in terms of accuracy. Discussed
the limitations of RCTs in terms of ethics, long term follow-up
and feasibilty.

Article advice on using non-RCTs for decision making: 

1) promote transparency in study methods

2) ensure standardized data collection for key outcomes

3) use new approaches to improve data synthesis (a.k.a. 
harmonization) 
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Clinical Trials.gov
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DBHD epidemic
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Open data movements but
prevalence of DBHD

Expanding use of real world evidence
to inform trial design – entire lifecycle

PPPs like IMI and genomic
consortiums driving data 
harmonization and 
collaborative analytics

Precision medicine:
targeted therapies
gaining early
regulatory approval

Present
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Why is this region unique?

Link, link, link
genotype with
phenotypes.
Longitudinal cohorts
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Real world evidence will impact all phases 
of medical research and therapeutic 
development.

Thanks to its data infrastructure, the Nordic 
region can become a hot-spot for advanced 
medical research by enabling uniquely 
comprehensive and long term studies.

Janssen is partnering with Karolinska Institutet
in a major collaborative research initiative that 
focuses on:
1. Treatment resistant depression
2. Prostate cancer
3. Psoriasis
4. B-Cell malignancies
5. Methodology development

Janssen’s real world evidence network also 
facilitates collaboration in other disease areas, 
across Nordic institutions.

Unique opportunity for Nordic life science

Of all global real world evidence 
research originates from Sweden. 
Other Nordic countries are also 
generating an extensive proportion.  

10%
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” promote transparency in study methods”

1. EMA’s ENCePP (Guide on Methodological Standards in 
Pharmacoepidemiology)

2. SBU - TLV

* Specify method requirements and sensitivity analyses
for comparisons (be they direct or indirect)
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” ensure standardized data collection for key
outcomes”

1. Paucity of data for oncology treatment outcomes!

2. HCPs cannot be expected to double and triple document.

• National registries, but missing key treatment exposure

• ICHOM for some disease areas (otherwise define)

*Requirements for e-journals to structure data and 
open APIs

*Introduce clinical decision support tools (InfCare, PC, SRQ)
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” use new approaches to improve data 
synthesis ”

• OHDSI – collaborative analytics

• Swedish Cohort Consortium

• BD4BO

*Think national and international harmonization
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Future

1. Specify method requirements and sensitivity
analyses for comparisons

2. Requirements for e-journals to structure data and 
open APIs

3. Promote national and international harmonization

4. Find DBHD cure and prevention
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Thank you


